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The appointment process – or ‘how to make friends
and influence people’ Democracy or …?
• Environment Canterbury and Hurunui DC called for ‘self’-nominations for
the community appointee positions on the ZC – early 2010
• After being approached by an ENGO I applied, was not short-listed, then
advised I was not selected
• I was overseas for a couple of weeks and upon my return was asked if ‘I
would like my application reconsidered’ – interesting
• I then gave a presentation of my vision for the Hurunui-Waiau zone to a
selection panel and was then ‘observed’ participating in a collaborative
process
• Finally, I was contacted with the great news that I had been selected.
Indeed the Christchurch Press gave me the sort of headline I had always
sought (but never received as a rugby player) - The Press, 30 June 2010:

“Hughey gets water job after selection backflip”

Local vs vocal – an issue of ‘fit for purpose’
• One issue two of us (seen, at least initially, as the ‘greenie’ appointees)
have faced ‘continually’ is that we live way outside of the zone. When
meetings for over a year are every 3 weeks, roughly 3-9pm plus at least an
hour of travel each way, then it’s a big commitment for ‘out-of-zoners’.
• We frequently get the ‘local problem, local solution’ argument. Our
argument – there are matters of local, regional and national interest in the
zone and we need to take account of all levels.
• And, how vocal (as a non-local) should we be with our input? I would have
to say I have varied my input, and had to in order to survive, and in order to
have greatest effect. Sometimes, I have been openly angry especially when
it comes to matters of policy and science …

Decision making informed (or not, by
science) – some of the big questions
• Land use and water quality – is there a connection and can it be
defined?
• Environmental flows – can they be defined?
• Ecological effects of dams and changed flows – do we know these
with confidence?
• Are there cost-effective options for non-point source pollution
management?

Guiding ‘principles’ for a scientist in contributing,
collaboratively, to integrated planning
• I decided to use some guiding ‘principles’ for informing my inputs into
the ZIP preparation process – based on Hughey and Hickling (2006) –
and to ‘fight’ until I felt each was properly considered.
• These guiding ‘principles’ are built around:
– Ecological principles
– Objectives and outcomes
– Adaptive management
– Quality of science information used
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Strategies for improving science
relevance, and it use
• Ensure issues with a science connection are identified early
• Gather and provide the best available information, including interpretation
where possible
• Where the science is contested set up a presentation and discussion forum
• Develop a credible process to peer review ‘grey’, especially consultant,
literature
• Use guiding principles to encourage inclusion of science in policy
• Involve the committee in the generation of science needs

Some conclusions and other insights
• More scientists should contribute their expertise to collaborative and
‘wicked’ environmental problem resolution processes.
• In these circumstances scientists will face major challenges – to their
credibility, to their patience, and to the other work they are trying to
complete.
• But, knowing that their input will be carefully scrutinised scientists should
be guided by a set of principles, aside from that of behaving responsibly –
these guiding principles should be constructed around those that scientists
would typically use in their day-to-day research and management
interactions.
• Even after all of this there other more subtle strategies that scientists can
use, ultimately knowing that ‘every word counts’, to get outcomes and
outputs that are science informed.
• So is it worth it?

YES!

